Entomological Society of America
60th North Central Insect Photographic Salon Award Winning Images
2020

Best in Show - Sharing
©Marcus Kam

Best Wild - Green Spider 7002
©J. D. McClung

Reserve Grand - Ant Works 1
©Marcus Kam

Best Small Creature
Brazillian Ghost - ©Lee Alloway

Best by CCC Member
Orange Crush - ©Nancy Dawson
Alloway, Lee --------------USA
Virginia
Brazilian Ghost.....BEST SMALL
Diptera

Ashley, Jane-----------------USA
Texas
Pink Spotted Lady Beetle
Dragonfly with Exuvia

Boler, Virgil------------------USA
Kentucky
Darth Vader Beetle
Monarch on Ironweed

Brown, Lisa------------------USA
Kentucky
Bee Royal (w)

Carder, Nan-----------------USA
California
Crab Spider 3475
Sphinx Moth 3328

Dawson, Nancy---------------USA
Kentucky
Orange Crush.....BEST BY CCC

Delcomyn, Fred---------------USA
Illinois
I see you

East, John R.----------Cyprus
Souni, Limassol
Red veined Darter female

Fisher, Steven----------USA
Washington
Spotted Porcelain Crab _Indo
Hemiptera congregation
Lauriea siagiai – squat lobster

Foster, Neville H W--Australia
Tenambit, NSW
Result of Ambush 1211
This is More Comfortable 2756

Hagan, Jim-----------------USA
Ohio
Painted Skimmer

Heil, Norbert------Germany
Filderstadt
Togo Moth and Ants
Togo Unknown Bug

Helimaki, Jussi--------Finland
Espoo
Big prey 2
Pieris napi in June
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Horsnell, Jenni--------Australia
    Wagga Wagga, NSW
    Dewy Damselfly 36..........HM
    Mating Crane Flies
    Pair Blue Banded Bees

James, Earl-----------------USA
    Kentucky
    Getting Cozy

Kalfayan, Yealand--------England
    Bristol
    Lesser Marbled Fritillary on Rubus
    Berger’s Clouded Yellow on Flax

Kam, Marcus-------Malaysia
    Ipoh, Perak
    Ant Works 1...RESERVE GRAND
    In Love 1
    Bugs Love.....................HM
    Sharing............BEST OF SHOW

King, Charles----------England
    Suffolk
    Bee wolf wasp with honey bee
    Migrant Hawker in flight

Kurchey, Andrew--------USA
    New York
    Crane flies mating

Lin, Wolfgang--------Hong Kong
    Tuen Mun
    Resting Now
    Busy as a Bee

Long, Steven--------------USA
    Florida
    Skeleton at the Feast
    Egg hunt
    Mr. Grab Hands

Magor, Diana-------------England
    Hoylake, Wirral
    Indian leaf butterfly........HM
    White ermine moth Malham

 McClung, J.D.--------------USA
    Oklahoma
    Green Spider 7002...BEST WILD
    Green Spider Red Wasp 7812
    Spider Kills Skipper 7344

McFadzen, Fran-------Australia
    Queensland
    Assassin

McKinney, Jan------------USA
    Kentucky
    This flower is just peachy with me

Michul, Karen-----------USA
    Kentucky
    Monarch Caterpillar J Hang
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Moyer, Larry---------USA
Pennsylvania
Hemaris thysbe Feeding 144..HM
Red Milkweed Beetles Mating 55

Osborne, Donna--------USA
Arkansas
Symmetry in Nature

Preuss, Alfred-------Germany
Lohr
Childonoptera lestoni......HM
Dead leaf Mantis lobata..HM
Plistospilota guinensis

Robin, Olle----------Sweden
SALTSJIO-BOO
Chalcoides aurata
Painted lady 2

Rosengren, Erik--------USA
Florida
Halloween Pennant Dragonfly
Variegated Fritillary Butterfly

Runyan, Trudy---------USA
New York
Crayfish

Savage, Tom----------USA
Texas
Spotted-wing dragonfly
Taking a Sip

Tangmanpoowadol, Hansa---Thailand
Bangkok
Beginning
Unity

Van Schijndel, Annale----South Africa
Knysna, Western Cape
Hoverfly wings
Nymph and adult Planthoppers

Wong Yuk Siang, Kawawa----Malaysia
Melaka
Twins............................HM
Finger Licking Good
Gone in the Wind

The sponsors of this International Exhibition of Photography have been awarded Recognition by PSA, the world’s largest patron of international photographic exhibitions. PSA, although it has provided recognition, is neither a sponsor nor directly involved in the operation of this exhibition.

Valid acceptances received by PSA Members in recognized sections of this exhibition are eligible for PSA Star Ratings, listing in the world-wide PSA Who’s Who of Photography and credited towards the PSA Distinctions of DPAPA, PPSA, EPSA, MPSA, MPPSA, GMPSA, GMPSA/B, GMPSA/S, GMPSA/G, and GMPSA/P.

PSA is a non-profit organization promoting the advancement of photography in all its forms to novice, amateur and professional photographers worldwide. For information on membership and the many services and activities of PSA, contact:

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
5241 S. Walker Avenue, Suite 104
Oklahoma City, OK 73139-9401, U.S.A.
E-mail: ha@psa-photo.org
Web Site: http://www.psa-photo.org

2020 Judges
Stephen Patton, University of KY, Prof. Photographer
Philippe Roca, Prof. Photographer
Ryan Kuesel, Entomologist, University of KY, Dept of Entomology
All Judges are from Lexington, Kentucky

186 Images were entered in the salon,
68 were accepted. Judging was in Lexington, Ky.

Tom Myers, Salon Chair,
2252 Bonhaven Road, Lexington, KY 40515
Email: TomVMyers@gmail.com